Theity
Theity: an interventionist God, who created the universe and who is
intimately involved with its affairs.
I would say most Christians are theists, since a non-interventionalist
God would seem to me incompatible with a religion which upholds
prayer and direct relationship with Christ.
From: http://forum.ship-of-fools.com/cgibin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=70;t=014774

God’s “interaction” may consist in “a resonating not availing,” sort of
like an “involved Deity,” or a “relaxed Theity.” The purpose of our
efforts and choices may be to comfort God’s resonance. Each of our
perspectives may be a holographic interpretation of consciousness of
holistically resonating God. Through our holographic eyes, holistic
God may dream a resonance.
From: http://redassmoderates.blogspot.com/2009/03/involveddeity-vs-relaxed-theity.html

A Theity is a God who intervenes and controls everything. A Deity
does not.
From: http://www.sciforums.com/No-Beggining-t-107331.html

I speak with fundamentalist and conservative seminarians almost
every day. The theity/deity distinction is understood by them, and
used by them, in discussing random issues.
From:
http://community.beliefnet.com/go/thread/view/43851/13468149/
Why_Bahaullah?post_id=312424483

Another God appeared, a mere Deity (meaning no intervention, so
he’s not a Theity), and thusly said, “Forget the Theity solution. I am
the smart God that seeded evolution. It was I that set the whole
universal notion and all of life’s evolution into motion; that was my
elegant and foreseeing way of creating the kind of life that would
stay.”
From: http://www.thescienceforum.com/viewtopic.php?p=276462

My next disproof will indeed show that there is no cause for the
universe—this uncaused 'cause'—thus obviating God the Theity. It
even address the argument directly through, with proof. Science just
doesn't 'say' or guess or pronounce a philosophical argument—it uses
evidence.
From: http://www.toequest.com/forum/intelligent-design/2502science-versus-god-160.html

Another God appeared, in my imagination, a mere Deity, (meaning no
intervention, so he’s not a Theity), and thusly said, “Forget the Theity
solution. I am the smart God that seeded evolution. It was I that set
the whole universal notion and all of life’s evolution into motion; that
was my elegant and foreseeing way of creating the kind of life that
would stay.”
From: http://www.toequest.com/forum/the-high-level-view/5560deists-scientists-peaceful-coexistence.html

